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An animal scientist with Wageningen University & Research in the ... the emotional state of farm animals based on photographs taken with a smartphone. In his paper uploaded to the bioRxiv preprint ...
Using AI to gauge the emotional state of cows and pigs
"What the COVID-19 Crisis Is Telling Humanity" is a very concise and easy-to-read, detailed summary of the ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic, and I'm pleased that Dr. Wiebers could ...
Psychology Today
Aquaculture production tripled between 1997 and 2017, according to a paper published ... based contract research organisation Vivotecnia conducts experiments on a range of animals including ...
Animals farmed: heat stress, happy cows and foie gras bans
Five snakes Graham’s research group ... the idea that wild animal suffering is a very serious moral problem, that the pain suffered by a jumping snake plucked from the jungle matters the same as the ...
The wild frontier of animal welfare
They found that swapping cereals for leguminous plants in European crop rotations provided more nutrient-rich produce for both animal ... involved in the paper, said: “This research attempts ...
Legumes research gets flexitarian pulses racing with farming guidance
The late Larry Harper challenged young people to discuss important agricultural issues of the day. He believed in the power of communication, more precisely in the power of the written word. Harper ...
Larry Harper Young Writers Essay Contest winners announced
The one that’s well documented is the development of antibiotic-resistant bacteria through the routine feeding of antibiotics to factory-farm ... research assistant pulling out some papers on ...
Peter Singer Is Committed to Controversial Ideas
The size of Fonterra’s climate impact is being challenged, after international research calculated the dairy giant’s carbon footprint may be double what’s been reported. According to Fonterra, its ...
Fonterra says its climate footprint is half what an international study reported. Why?
A joint research ... animal genes to reduce their difference from human genes, or using biological 3D printers to make organs from lab-grown cells. But the cheapest way could be to build an organ ...
China-US scientists grow first human-monkey embryo, but is it ethical?
An island-wide initiative, with international links, has been developed to promote outdoor ethics and encourage responsible recreation through education, research and partnership. Leave No Trace ...
Tony Bailie's Take on Nature: Bear in mind the simple principles of Leave No Trace
A farm for maggots? It’s a tough sell for some. But not for Talash Hujibers, who decided to try her hand at insect farming when she saw the smattering of insect-protein companies popping up ...
East Africa wants to be the continent’s maggot protein hub
The board will meet monthly to discuss topic areas the newspaper needs to ... of undergraduate and graduate courses for freshman research scholars, senior environmental sciences capstone and ...
Five community members to serve on newspaper’s advisory board
At the same time, animal rights ... These include white papers, government data, original reporting, and interviews with industry experts. We also reference original research from other reputable ...
Average Dog-Bite Insurance Claim Now Tops $50,000
If animals are involved, it will change the game completely,” he said. When avian flu breaks out in a chicken farm, all of the ... Stephen Chen investigates major research projects in China ...
British coronavirus variant may have come from dogs, researchers say
Join fellow veterans from 7 to 8:30 p.m. Thursday, May 20, for “Welcome Home: Windsor Veterans Virtual Photo Share.” Windsor Historical Society, in cooperation with the Windsor Senior Center, invites ...
Community News For The Windsor Edition
I recently read an excellent essay by Drs. David Wiebers, Emeritus Professor of Neurology and Consultant Emeritus in Neurology and Health Sciences Research ... of animals in factory farm ...
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